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Elisete – The sun will always shine 
 

"The sun will always shine," says Elisete, and this is a wonderful promise that also comes 
true. Elisete named her previous album 'Quiet' (Sheket) because that was right for her then 
and was what she wanted to give her listeners. She hopes you enjoyed it and that you are 
ready to a change of atmosphere because after the quiet comes rhythm and also volume - 
not noise, heaven forbid, only good energy and joy straight from the heart. It is an optimistic 
song about light and faith and sun and joy. Everything we need so much. 

In fact Elisete releases two remixes for the song 'The sun will always shine' (Tamid ha 
shemesh tizrach), which was first released on her second album 'Gaagua' (Longing), and 
they are the first songs of the new remix album she will release soon. 

Elisete feels that all of us - in the world, but mainly here in Israel - need an urgent injection of 
positive energy. So many things require urgent fixing around us and to overcome all the 
obstacles and shake off everything that is oppressing, unjust, annoying and depressing and 
to embark on a new and universal loving way a person needs a few things: conscience to 
serve as a compass, integrity, hope, good friends, faith in the way and good music to help 
everything happen with joy. 

Elisete invites you to believe that the sun will always shine and that everything you do has 
hope and that we will all get to the light and see a blessing in our labor. 

The new remix versions of the song 'The sun will always shine' and the accompanying videos 
are Elisete's collaboration with several talented artists: One remix version was created by 
Raz Burg and the other by Kobi Shaltiel. The clips were filmed by Elisete and edited by Roby 
Laville from Italy with whom Elisete had previously broadcast a program in Italian. 

Elisete is a versatile and productive creator and works vigorously to explain Israel to the 
world with her charm and the seven languages she speaks. She lectures, is interviewed and 
performs in Israel and abroad, she is active in Social media both in music and also promoting 
the desire for peace. She has an Internet blog – 'Elisete in the Morning' and she hosts a radio 
show on The First Social Radio in Israel. 

The remixes for the song 'The sun will always shine' are the beginning of a second remix 
album that joins the previous remix album (Elisete – Remixes) and her five acoustic albums. 
The albums are distributed in Israel and around the world. 
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